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Abstract

A Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD) system was built on HT-7 superconducting tokamak to deliver 1.2 MW
microwave power at a frequency of 2.45 GHz for a pulse length up to 5 seconds. Partial non-inductive current
drive and full non-inductive current drive for several seconds by means of LHCD have been demonstrated on
HT-7. It has been observed that plasma confinement can be considerably improved by means of LHCD.

1. Introduction

HT-7 superconducting tokamak [1] was reconstructed from original Russian T-7 tokamak. A lower
hybrid wave (LHW) launcher system [2] was constructed on HT-7 in 1996. To sustain long pulse
discharges and to improve plasma confinement are the main objectives to develop LHCD technology
on HT-7.

To operate HT-7 with LHCD in a mode of long pulse length or even steady state in the future, CW
klystron amplifiers were chosen as the wave generators. Since the highest toroidal magnetic field of
the machine can only be as high as 2.5 T, HT-7 was planned to be operated with plasma densities
below 4xlO19 m"3 and plasma currents around 200kA in the mode of long pulse performance, thus, the
lower hybrid wave (LHW) frequency was chosen as 2.45GHz which corresponds to a density limit
about 4.5x1019 m~3 for electron Landau damping. According to a theoretical estimation and LHCD

experimental results from variety of machines, a current drive efficiency ICD
 = I CD n Rp/P LHW0.6 X

1019 Am"2/W for LHCD on HT-7 was quite possible provided that the wave spectrum width was less
than 1 and HT-7 plasma parameters were taken as n = (0.5-3)x 1019 m'3, Te(0)l keV, and Zeff 2-3. It
implied that 1.2 MW of wave might sustain more than 200kA in HT-7 plasmas with line averaged
densities about 2 x 1019 m"3, provided that 25% of the wave was lost during the launching process.
Therefore it was decided to use 12 pieces of klystron amplifiers (2.45GHz, output power lOOkW x
12, CW) as the wave generators. A wave launcher with its distinguished structure was designed to
ensure flexible adjustment of launched wave spectra and low wave reflection.

LHCD research on HT-7 has been performed since the establishment of the LHCD system,
preliminary experimental results have been reported elsewhere [2, 3]. During the Spring experimental
campaign in 1998, a feedback control system to simultaneously control plasma current and position
was developed and put into daily operation. With the new control system, the experiments to extend
the pulse duration of discharge and to improve plasma confinement by means of LHCD have been
performed.

The LHCD system is described and the experiments are discussed in this paper. The experimental
setup is described in section 2; LHCD experiments to extend discharges are depicted in section 3;
Section 4 is devoted to describe and discuss the LHCD experiments on the improvement of plasma
confinement; At the last a summary is given.
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2. The LHCD system on HT-7

The LHCD system is composed of the following main subsystems:
- low power wave exciter;
- High Power klystron Amplifiers (HPA);
- High power isolators and connected waveguide transmission lines;
- Grill coupler (an arrays of 2 * 12 waveguides);

High Voltage Power Supplies (HVPS);
- Wave monitoring & phase feedback control system;
- Protection system;
- Water cooling system.

The 12 klystron amplifiers in the LHCD system are fed by 2 high voltage power supplies and

driven by one wave exciter. Their waves are launched to HT-7 plasmas by one grill coupler. The N ; / -

spectrum can be feed-back controlled in a preset value from N ; / = 1 to 4. At present the system can be

operated in the following parameters:

Frequency
Power output
Pulse length
Pulse repetition period
Designed power density in the coupler

N peak

2.45 GHz
1.2 MW
5 seconds, max.
8 minutes

<3.5 kW / cm" on averaged
from 1 to 4

0.8

2. 1. Wave exciter

The wave exciter mainly consists of one master oscillator, one PIN modulator, one 1:12 power divider,
twelve identical wave drive chains. Each of the chains consists of a digital phase shifter, a
semiconductor wave balance amplifier, a voltage control attenuator, a power detector, etc. The master
oscillator has three outputs, one among the three delivers 100 mw for phase reference, either of other
two delivers 1 w. The PIN modulator can switch off wave power in 10 \X s with a cut-off level of 20

dB. The phase adjustment range of the digital phase shifter is 360° with an adjustment step of 2.8°. The
semiconductor amplifier has a constant output about 3 w when its input changes in a range of 5 dB.
The attenuator has a dynamic range of 20 dB. Each of the twelve wave drive chains connects to the
input of one klystron amplifier.

2. 2. High Power klystron amplifiers

The klystron amplifiers (Type KU-2.45) were designed and constructed by a Russian company. The
main parameters of the devices are listed in the following table:

Frequency
Power output
Beam voltage
Beam current
Efficiency
Gain

2.45 GHz
100 kW, CW, 130 kW at its max.
-33 kV
5 ~ 7 A
>50%
>50dB

At present the klystrons are operated in pulse mode with a pulse length determined by the high voltage
power supplies.
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2.3. High power isolators and connected transmission lines

The klystrons are protected from the reflected wave power by high power isolators. The isolator is
composed of a 4-port differential phase shift circulators and two water dummy loads. The high power
isolator can be used to transmit 130kW of microwave (2.45GHz, CW) with a reflected power of 35kW
and can withstand 100 kW of reflected power for 10 ms max. The wave power from each klystron is
transmitted to the grill coupler through a standard rectangular waveguide (WR430) transmission line
over a length of about 10 meters, including a section of flexible rectangular waveguide (0.6 m). There
are waveguide components such as twists, bends, one DC-break, and two bi-directional wave couplers
on each line. The transmission losses on the line are totally 0.5 dB max. Dry air is occasionally
pumped into the waveguides to remove moisture, but no pressurization and cooling are used for the
transmission lines during the operation of the LHCD system.

2. 4. Grill coupler

One grill type coupler is used to couple the waves from the 12 klystrons to the HT-7 tokamak plasmas.
The coupler is composed of 2 x 12 waveguides (2 rows x 12 columns). The wave from each klystron
is transported to the coupler by a rectangular waveguide transmission line which is changed in sizes by
step transformer and then divided into two waveguides by a 3dB divider. The two waveguides
compose one column of the grill and have a phase difference of 45°. By such arrangement, adjacent
waveguides in either row of the grill emit waves from different klystrons, therefore, the wave phase
difference can be flexibly controlled. On each of the 12 transmission lines there is one BeO ceramic
RF window which is located in the standard rectangular waveguide section and is 1.8 m away from the
mouth of the coupler. No ceramic RF window is located in the position close to the mouth of the
coupler. The waveguide of the grill coupler is 13.1 mm wide and 109.2 mm high. The septum between
the waveguides is 2 mm. The grill coupler is made of stainless steel and has guard limiters (made of 2
mm thick molybdenum) around its mouth. The mouth of the grill coupler has a toroidal and poloidal
shape to match to the plasma surface. The grill coupler is evacuated by a turbo-pump. For long pulse
(even up to steady state) operations the waveguide array of the coupler is cooled by two water cooling
plates which are put on the top and the bottom of the array respectively and are cooled by circulating
pure water with a total flow rate of 1501/min. There is no coating on the inner surfaces of the stainless
steel waveguides in the vacuum section of the wave coupler. Before starting LHCD experiments,
usually about 10 hours are spent for launching short pulse of microwave (150kW/50ms, a shot / 5
minutes) to HT-7 vacuum chamber through the wave coupler (the wave phase difference between

adjacent waveguides is set in 0 ) while the waveguide array is kept to be about 100 C by heating. It
has been demonstrated to be very effective for outgassing of the coupler and also for increasing the
wave launching ability of the coupler.

2. 5. High voltage power supplies

Two identical high voltage power supplies are used in the LHCD system, each feeding 6 klystrons in
parallel. The high voltage power supplies normally acquire about two third of electrical power from a
flying wheel AC generator and the rest from the electricity network. The main purpose for using two
systems of input power is to reduce the load to the electricity network and to adjust the output DC
voltage conveniently. Ignitrons are used for fast switching-off the high DC voltage on klystrons. The
main parameters of the HVPS are listed in the following table:

Input

Output
Ripple
Pulse length
Fast switch-off time

Normal switch-off time

10 kV (3 phases, 50 Hz)
+2 kV (6 phases, 70 Hz)
2 x (-35 kV)/40 A, max.
<1%
5 sec. max.
150 (Is

50 ms

The klystron beam voltage can be controlled by a star point voltage regulator.
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2. 6. Wave monitoring & phase feedback control system

The measurements of wave phase and power are essential for the control of desired N n -spectra. To

monitor the wave phase and power in each of the 12 waveguides at the coupler, a 12-channel wave
phase and power detecting system was developed. The response time of the phase detector is about
several microseconds. The 11 phase signals (the 12th is taken as a reference) are compared with their
pre-set values by a computer which generates the control digital signals for the 11 phase shifters in the
wave exciter. The time to complete one control cycle of the 11-channel wave phases is less than
18011 s. The phase control of the system has an accuracy of 5° over a range of 360°. The phase signals

are stored by the computer and can be displayed after each shot. The wave power control is realized by
pre-setting proper control voltage to the attenuators which are connected to the outputs of the
semiconductor wave balance amplifiers in the wave exciter. The input and output wave powers of each
klystron as well as the reflected wave power from the wave coupler in each waveguide transmission
line are detected and stored by another computer.

2. 7. Protection system

A wave protection system is developed to switch off the wave signals to the 12 semiconductor
amplifiers in less than 20 |J, s and to switch off the high voltage on the klystron cathodes in less than 50

ms if any of the following faults occur:

(1) VSWR > 1.3 at the klystron output;
(2) VSWR > 3 at the circulator output;
(3) wave breakdown at the klystron output window;
(4) wave breakdown in the transmission line;
(5) wave breakdown in the grill coupler.

A high voltage protection system was developed to ensure a reliable operation of the klystron. The
ignitrons of the HVPS are triggered to fast switch off the klystron cathode voltage in less than 150 |LX s

in either of the following cases:
(1) The current in any klystron cathode circuit rises up to 7.5 A;
(2) The current of any klystron resonator rises up to 250 mA.

Normal switch-off of the HVPS functions within a time less than 50 ms in any of the
following cases:
(1) When the wave protection system is triggered;
(2) When the ignitrons are triggered;
(3) When the solenoid current falls to below the nominal value by 10%;
(4) When the flow rate of water in any channel of the cooling system falls to the allowed minimum.

3. LHCD experiments on HT-7

On HT-7 superconducting tokamak a feedback control technology to simultaneously keep
plasma current and plasma position in their preset values was developed during the Spring 1998. After
the improvement of the control technology LHCD experiments on extending HT-7 discharges and
improving plasma confinements have been performed. Partial non-inductive current drive, full non-
inductive current drive, and recharge of transformer by means of LHCD have been respectively
demonstrated.

3.1. Partial non-inductive current drive

Shot 18067 is a typical discharge in which the current is partially sustained by LHCD. Shown
in Fig.l is the waveforms in the shot. An LHW (200kW, N//p = 2.45, N// = 0.8) is launched into the
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FIG. 1. The waveforms of a typical partial non-inductive current drive discharge on HT-7. After the
onset of LHCD (200kW, N p = 2.9, N = 0.8) the loop voltage drops from 1.8V to about 0.4V,
meanwhile, plasma current, density, horizontal position, and Zeg almost remain unchanged.
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FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the magnetic fluxes of the tokamak transformer in two sister shots
(#18067 & #18068). The two discharges have almost same plasma parameters and same operational
conditions except different times of LHCD.
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FIG. 3. The waveforms of a full non-inductive current drive discharge on HT-7. During the LHCD
(250kW, N p =2.45, N =0.8) phase the loop voltage remains zero for more than 2 sec, meanwhile, the
magnetic flux of the tokamak transformer remains constant and no considerable changes occur in
plasma current, density and horizontal displacement.
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FIG. 4. The tokamak transformer is recharged in the indicated time interval when magnetic flux of the
transformer gradually decreases and the loop voltage remains negative (-0.1V). The plasma current
and horizontal displacement are kept constant in the phase.
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plasma after 160ms when plasma current is already in its flat phase. The loop voltage drops from

about 1.8V to about 0.4V due to LHCD. The merit of the current drive (r\CD = ICDtleRp IPLH ) is

calculated to be about 0.54 x 1019Am'2/W.

LHCD effects on extension of discharge can be clearly seen from the temporal evolution of MFT in
shotl8067 and shotl8068, as shown in Fig.2. Both shots have same performance conditions and nearly
same plasma parameters, but LHW only lasts for 150ms in shotl8068. The two discharges have
different pulse lengths (1.1 sec, 2.6 sec respectively), but exhaust almost same MFT.

3.2. Full non-inductive current drive

Full non-inductive current drive is achieved on HT-7 by launching LHW into plasma during current
flat phase. The waveforms of a typical shot are shown in Fig.3. The loop voltage drops to around zero
after the onset of LHW and remains zero for more than 2 sec. The MFT is kept constant when the loop
voltage is zero. The discharge terminates at last due to large vertical displacement of the plasma. The
merit of the current drive in the zero loop voltage phase is calculated to be about 0.17 x 1019Am'2/W.
The low drive efficiency is suspected to be due to too low a plasma density that may lead to poor
particle confinement.

3.3. Recharge of transformer

In low density LHCD discharges, recharge of transformer is achieved during LHCD phase, as shown
in Fig.4. It is indicated by the gradual decrease of MFT that the plasma ring delivers magnetic energy
to the primary coils of the transformer, i.e., recharging the transformer. During the recharge phase,
plasma current is fully sustained by LHCD and the LHW power is larger than what is demanded for
sustaining the plasma current. Because the plasma current is feedback controlled to a preset value by
adjusting input OH power, part of the surplus LHW power is thus coupled to the primary circuit of the
transformer. The recharged energy is deposited in the transformer and may be delivered afterwards
when the LHW is unable further to alone sustain the plasma current.

3.4. Improvement of plasma confinements by means of LHCD

It has been tested to improve plasma confinement by means of LHCD on HT-7. By adjusting plasma
parameters and LHW parameters, improved confinement has been observed in the discharges in which
the plasma currents are partially sustained by LHCD. An example is shown in Fig.5. In this shot LHW
(300kW, N//p = 2.45, N// = 0.8) is launched into the plasma in the current flat phase (Ip= 150kA), loop
voltage drops from 2.5V to 1.1V after the onset of the wave. The discharge can be divided into four
phases (OH, I, II, III), as indicated in the Figure. During the LHCD phases the ion temperature in
plasma central region remains about 500eV (measured by a neutral particle analyzer), but the electron
temperature gradually increases from 550eV to 900eV (measured by a soft X ray energy spectrum
analyzer). HCN laser interferometer signals (three channels: r = -18.5cm, 0, 18.5cm) show that
electron density slightly increases in phase III, but the shape of the density profile almost remains
unchanged in the LHCD phases. The electron thermal energy increases from phase II to phase III by a
factor of 1.5, as roughly estimated according to measured electron density and electron temperature.
Multi-channel soft X ray signals show a gradually peaked soft X ray emissivity profile in phase III
which suggests a very peaked electron temperature profile since Zeff does not change from phase II to
phase III. It was observed that sawtooth activity is visible in soft X ray signals in the LHCD phases but
no m=l mode oscillation is observed from soft X ray signals and Mirnov coil signals until the final
termination of the discharge. The final disruption is attributed to increasing m=2 mode instability.

The improvement in phase HI can not be attributed to the suppression of sawteeth and m=l mode, as
on ASDEX , because sawtooth activity exists but there is no m=l mode activity in phase II and phase
HI. The improvement may be due to the change of magnetic shear, as suggested by the evolution of
P p + /(- / 2 (shown in Fig.5) that is deduced from equilibrium measurements. The gradual decrease of
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P^ + /, / 2 should be due to gradual decrease of / ( /2 because Pp is expected to gradually increase

from phase II to phase III, therefore, it should be attributed to the redistribution of plasma current
density in the outer region of the plasma since the current profile in the central region should not
change much as suggested by the fact that sawtooth activity exists in the two phases. MHD modes
seems not stable with such current profile, usually m=2 mode activity is stimulated and leads to
plasma disruption.

OH phase • phase I . phase II . phase III •

100 200 300 400

Time [ms]

FIG. 5. The waveforms in an LHCD improved discharge. After the onset of LHW plasma density
increases with even reduced Hradiation. As $ +lt / 2 decreases, electron temperature greatly

increases, especially in phase III. A drastic increase of the electron thermal energy in phase III is
indicated by the temporal evolution of the central channel soft X ray radiation.

4. Summary

A LHCD system with a maximum output of 1.2 MW (2.45GHz) has been built on the
superconducting tokamak HT-7. Its wave source consists of 12 klystrons. The grill coupler consists of
24 narrow rectangular waveguides (2 rows 12 columns). The wave launcher ensures a low wave
reflection and a flexibly adjusted wave spectrum. HT-7 LHCD system has been used for experiments,
partial non-inductive current drive, full non-inductive current drive, and recharge of transformer by
means of LHCD have been respectively demonstrated. It has also been tried to improve plasma
confinements by means of LHCD. Experimental evidences demonstrate that plasma electron thermal
energy confinement can be greatly improved during LHCD phase. It is suggested by the evidences that
the improvement might be attributed to the current redistribution in the outer region of the plasma.
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